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The eagerly awaited new book from the Emmy-winning, Oscar-hosting, Daily Show-anchoring
Jon Stewart--the man behind the megaseller America (The Book).Where do we come from?
Who created us? Why are we here? These questions have puzzled us since the dawn of time,
but when it became apparent to Jon Stewart and the writers of The Daily Show that the world
was about to end, they embarked on a massive mission to write a book that summed up the
human race: What we looked like; what we accomplished; our achievements in society,
government, religion, science and culture -- all in a tome of approximately 256 pages with lots of
color photos, graphs and charts.After two weeks of hard work, they had their book. Earth (The
Book) is the definitive guide to our species. With their trademark wit, irreverence, and
intelligence, Stewart and his team will posthumously answer all of life's most hard-hitting
questions, completely unburdened by objectivity, journalistic integrity, or even accuracy.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Eight-time Emmy-winner Stewart (America: The Book)
seeks to expand his audience to aliens who might land on earth after the extinction of the human
race and be puzzled over the artifacts we've left behind. "Greetings... on behalf of not only
ourselves, but the entire Viacom family," he writes in this laugh-out-loud, rollicking social satire.
In place of skits there are elaborate, color illustrations accompanied by captions written with his
trademark deadpan humor; for instance, a photo of a mother and baby-elephant holds the
caption, "advances in contraception and industrialized food production allowed modern couples
to have fewer offspring, while leaving the total weight of families constant." Nothing is off-limits
here, not even Benjamin Franklin, whose pithy saying "Nothing is certain but death and taxes"
Stewart expands upon. The book ends with a plea to the aliens to reconstruct the human race
from DNA in the hope that, with guidance from the visitors, "we could overcome the baser
aspects of our nature... and give this planet the kind of caretakers it deserves," revealing the
tears behind Stewart's clown. Photos.From BooklistFirst America (The Book), and now, six years
later, Earth. Yes, once again fearless anchor and ringleader Jon Stewart and his gang of snark-
attack writers at The Daily Show bring barbed, laser-guided intelligence camouflaged with
gleeful vulgarity to the page, this time to tell the story of Earth from its gritty beginnings as an
unwieldy whirl of gasses and dust to its coalescence into a “fertile oasis of sophisticated life in
the endless barren expanse of the universe (no offense).” Why “no offense”? Because this guide
to Earth and human civilization, from the Parthenon to reality TV, is addressed to the aliens who
will arrive in the wake of humankind’s looming self-destruction. In the hope of being
remembered, and, perhaps, replicated, the wily and irreverent Daily Show crew marshal arrays
of small images spiked with sight gags and accompanied by vinegary little captions to chronicle
humankind’s rampant inventiveness and deadly inanity. Patches of actual science, albeit laced



with such silly business as a recipe for Primordial Soup, give way to comedic takes on
everything from adolescence to Larry King, our obsession with skin color, love (which has
inspired poetry and restraining orders), celebrities, religion, advertising, and war. Funny on levels
high and low, this rambunctious chronicle of the defeat of reason is a topsy-turvy tribute to a
planet of “singular beauty” and its problem children. --Donna SeamanAbout the AuthorJon
Stewart is a comedian, writer, actor, producer, director, bestselling author and former host of The
Daily Show. He lives with his wife and children in New Jersey.Read more
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Arrow, “Hilarious and frighteningly intelligent. I picked up 'Earth (The Book)' with some
trepidation, because I absolutely loved 'America (The Book)' and assumed from reading several
critical reviews on Amazon that I would find 'Earth' to be inferior to 'America'. For full disclosure, I
should mention that I am a huge fan of both 'The Daily Show' and 'The Colbert Report', and have
read all of Jon's books as well as Stephen's, with various degrees of enjoyment.Within ten
pages, and with a certain amount of relief, I knew that I was quite mistaken, and 'Earth (The
Book)' was just as brilliant and thought-provoking as 'America', and perhaps even more so. It is
different, certainly - with 'America' I wanted to sit down and consume the whole thing as quickly
as possible. With 'Earth', I felt like I wanted to take the time to savor and enjoy it over several
sittings. The book definitely rewards you for taking your time and poring over each page, as there
are plenty of jokes to be found hidden in the images and asides. (Judging from other reviews,
some may find this off-putting, but personally I enjoyed the change of pace.)'Earth (The Book)' is
essentially about well, earth, but more specifically, our relationship with the planet and ourselves.
If I had to summarize the book, I'd say 'Earth' is what happens when several very intelligent and
funny people get together to take a long, hard look at how we live our lives and all of the
ludicrous, ridiculous and occasionally self-defeating things that humans do - and distill it into
bitingly funny chunks of truth. It confronts everything from materialism to religion, environmental
destruction to politics, as well as corporate ethics and celebrity culture. It's thought-provoking
and at times even uncomfortable to read, but only because it holds up a mirror to so many of
your long-held traditions, habits and assumptions, and asks, with a heavy dose of humor:
"Why?"I think 'Earth (The Book)' is similar to 'The Daily Show' in some respects; there's
something there for everyone, but the more you know about a subject, the funnier you will find it.
I certainly didn't get all of the jokes the first time around, and that is probably a good thing,
because I'm sure I'll get more out of it when I re-read it. Still, I got enough of them that I was
laughing out loud at least a couple of times a page throughout most of the book. And as I
mentioned earlier, some of the humor is quite dark and had me smiling grimly about a nerve
being hit, rather than being laugh-out-loud funny.I've noticed that another common complaint
reviewers seem to have about the book is that its humor won't age as well as 'America's',
because a lot of the jokes may not be easily understood in a few years time. Again, I would say
this is a mischaracterization - yes, some of the humor is very current, but mostly it consists of
timeless observations about human behaviour. I don't think the book will be a significantly poorer
read in 20 or 50 years due to a few references to current events (like the Gulf Oil Spill or various
politicians and celebrities), and I'm not sure I agree that the authors of this book should be
writing with that in mind anyway.To sum up, in my opinion Earth is a fantastic, five-star book, and
I would absolutely recommend it to anyone, especially if you enjoy 'The Daily Show's' brand of
satire. Perhaps some elements of it may not be to everyone's taste, but I still think it is a rare and
worthwhile read that forces you to think at the same time as it makes you laugh, and that can



only be a good thing.As a final aside, I will add that I really think that 'Earth' is the kind of book
that works best as a physical thing in your hands, rather than as an audio book or on a device.
The images and page layout frequently make up a significant part of the gags, so I would
strongly recommend that people buying the book consider getting it in book form so that they
can easily appreciate the whole package.”

J. Harvey, “The anti-coffee table book. If you've read or heard about 
  
America (The Book)

  
  
, know first that this book is fairly different. America (The Book) makes itself out to be a mock
textbook, and has many long, hilarious text passages that skewer politics and education at the
same time. However, there are also the occasional pages that are infographics, with jokes both
in the images and the captions, that take up complete pages.Now imagine that the entire book
were made out of these commented infographics, with the subject matter shifted from the USA
to the entire planet, and aimed at an audience of aliens who find the Earth deserted after the
human race spectacularly manufactures its own demise, and you have Earth (The Book).If you
haven't read America (The Book) - and if not, what are you waiting for? You can grab the
paperback for less than $10 here on Amazon - just think of this as the anti-coffee table book. It's
a tome that delightfully destroys all aspects of society, from our perceptions of aliens to the
planet itself to commerce, religion and culture. It can be picked up occasionally and flipped to a
random page, as each joke is encapsulated and confined. Or, it can be read large sections at a
time, with every word and picture perused until you can laugh no more. There is at least one
brilliant joke per page, and quite often more than that.This book pokes fun at anything and
everything, and you may find the finger pointing at yourself now and again. If you can't laugh at
your own idiosyncrasies and beliefs, skip this book and recommend it to someone with a sense
of humor. If you can't take a joke, this book isn't for you.The only down side, one that America
(The Book) has less of a problem with, is that some of the jokes can't stand the test of time in the
long term. In 50 years, the numerous pop culture references throughout the book will be largely
forgotten, lost to the winds of time. It's better that way, of course, as their shallowness is a
significant reason why this book makes fun of them. So perhaps this won't be one of the great



literary classics, discussed and venerated for all time, but there's certainly enough timeless
humor in here for it to be funny at least as long as you'll be alive. Get it now, and leave it in a
conspicuous place when you're not reading it (the coffee table, perhaps?), so that when we do
destroy ourselves, the aliens can see this message.Hopefully, they'll get the joke.”

Chris, “Satirical...Yet surprisingly factual!. Where do i start? I'd like to keep my review somewhat
simple, in that i would rather not provoke or spark a political debate.I love The Daily Show, and
The Colbert Report and this book is as good as both of those shows at their best. Very literally,
this, in my opinion, is a quality piece of work! Most of this book is satirical, and not meant to be
taken seriously; however, like The Daily Show, you have to be able to differentiate what is fact
and what is fiction.In this spirit of the long running show, this book is fiction based on fact. And
i've never read a book that has the two blended in a more entertaining way. This is basically a
satirical textbook on Earth, and honestly, it actually reads and feels somewhat like one. Though
It's infinitely more entertaining than any other textbook i've ever read. Nearly every picture is
accompanied by a clever one-liner.Though the most surprising thing about this book is that while
all of it is entirely dedicated to making fun of everything that has ever existed on the planet Earth,
the base of most of the jokes are actually based on fact.I want to make it perfectly clear that I'm
not trying to say that the information contained within this book or on The Daily Show is entirely
fact, but rather putting a satirical spin on facts.This was definitely a book that I was constantly
looking forward to reading because even after reading on the first couple of pages, i knew it was
going to provide constant entertainment throughout the rest of it. Will definitely be buying
America ( the book ) after reading this.”

Petra, “A great to way to mock human kind. I bought this book as a gift for a Daily Show fan. The
team working on the show and the book is the same so you can expect sarcasm everywhere. If
you ever watched the show you know what I mean. And if you like the show at all you will love the
book, for sure.Although there's no "see inside" the book option here in Amazon I can tell you it
looks like a DK-encyclopedia book inside. That means there is text here and there, several
images per page and a few full text pages to start the chapters and scattered around. You might
love the format or you might hate it.The Daily Shor fan I gave this too kept laughing every 5
minutes so if you're buying it for a good laugh it is garanteed.”

Emma, “A great throwback!. A cute funny book by Jon Stewart - for anyone that was a fan of The
Daily Show, or anyone that enjoys a laugh.”

Margaret Davies, “daily show. Whether you watch 'The Daily Show'on More 4 - and we love it -
the average Brit will thoroughly enjoy the semi-anarchaic and refreshingly irreverent humour.
More people should know about John Stewart!”

Ticka’s Sister, “For my girl.... ... and she loves it. If you love Jon Stewart and books, then there's



a good chance you're going to love this.”

The book by James Brook has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 586 people have provided feedback.
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